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Simultaneous refractive index sensing using an
array of suspended porous silicon membranes
David Martín-Sánchez, Todora Angelova and Jaime García-Rupérez, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— We propose a fast and cost-effective method for
obtaining a miniaturized array-formatted sensor suitable for
multiplexed detection. Our solution is based on the fabrication of
multiple µm-sized suspended porous silicon (PSi) membranes
working as independent transducers. Our process can potentially
integrate an array of up to 1000 sensing spots per cm2. We also
propose a simple and user-friendly optical platform to
simultaneously interrogate each element of the array in real-time.
The feasibility of this idea was proved performing several sensing
experiments where we were able to detect refractive index (RI)
variations with different transducers at the same time. An average
experimental sensitivity of 685 nm/RIU (Refractive Index Unit)
was achieved, with a theoretical limit of detection (LoD) of 10-4
RIU. The analyzed sensing spots displayed similar behavior both
in time and in magnitude. We believe that the high capabilities of
the sensor presented in this work, along with the sensing
mechanism, can be very useful for multi-parametric analysis and
multi-target detection of biological samples.
Index Terms— membrane, multiplexing, nanofabrication,
photonic sensor, porous silicon.
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I. INTRODUCTION

IOSENSORS are low-cost, fast-response and easy-to-use
analytical devices used for food safety, environmental
control, healthcare and chemical and biological threats
detection [1-3]. New materials are constantly proposed as
transducing platforms to meet the ever-increasing demands for
sensitivity or limit of detection (LoD) [4-7]. Porous silicon
(PSi) is one of these, a microstructured material obtained after
creating holes in a Si substrate, with an extremely broad internal
surface suitable for the detection of low concentrations of target
analytes [8].
PSi is mostly fabricated by anodization of a Si wafer [9]. This
method consists on the partial dissolution of the Si crystal by a
hydrofluoric acid (HF) based electrolyte while an electric field
controls the free charges available during the reaction. Pore
diameter and density can be tuned varying the current density,
which in fact can be done continually during the etching process
to obtain several layers with different porosities. Hence,
photonic sensors such as Bragg reflectors [10] and microcavity
structures [11] can be easily made with PSi, with high quality
factor (Q-factor) spectral features. Anodization is much more
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efficient in terms of cost and fabrication time, in comparison
with other methods that create orderly porous materials by
means of several lithographic processes [12,13].
The displacement of the spectral response of the PSi
microstructures is linked to the refractive index (RI) variation
of the medium filling the pores, whereas this is caused by the
infiltration of gas, liquid or the adhesion of target analytes to
the pore walls [14-16]. Previous studies have demonstrated a
very low LoD of PSi-based sensors, down to 10-7 RIU [10,17],
which has enabled the detection of biomolecules in a
concentration range of interest for multiple biomedical
applications [18,19]. It has also been proved that PSi-based RI
sensors can reach sensitivities on the order of 103 nm/RIU,
much higher than the ones that can be obtained with non-porous
sensors with a similar Q-factor [10, 20]. Besides, new
techniques based on Tamm/Fano resonances promise to reach
figures of merit (FOM) up to 103 RIU-1 with these structures
[21].
Multiplexed detection of RI variations using multiple sensing
spots enhances the reliability and robustness of the sensor, since
the analysis of a population statistically improves the accuracy
of the result [22-24]. Moreover, this configuration allows multitarget detection, which provides more relevant and concluding
information concerning the composition of a complex sample
[25,26]. PSi sensors can be patterned to obtain an array of
sensing spots, whether chemically of physically. Several
techniques have been proposed to confer multiple biological
functionalities to the structure [8,27-30] but, in general, they
require a complex fluidic system or a more elaborated
biofunctionalization. On the other hand, physical patterning of
PSi creates multiple transducers working independently, by
locally anodizing the substrate or by splitting the already
anodized area using lithography [31-33].
The expanding capabilities of these sensors require faster and
more complex sensing platforms, able to address each sensing
spot individually. Traditional optical setups consisting of an
optical source and a spectrum analyzer are being replaced with
digital cameras that record all signals simultaneously or
scanners that interrogate each transducer sequentially [34-36].
Some other solutions include multiple wavelength interrogation
or exploiting plasmonic and fluorescent properties [37,38]. All
these new elements determine the acquisition time, which most
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applications require to be minimum to allow real-time detection
and continuous monitoring, and also the cost of the device.
In our work, we present a fast, cost-effective and easy-toimplement approach for obtaining multiple µm-sized PSi
sensing spots, consisting of a four-step fabrication process.
First, we grew a Si oxide (SiO2) layer on a Si substrate. Second,
we patterned this layer using a manually shaped tape and etched
it with HF vapor. Third, we used that pattern as a masking layer
before wet etching with potassium hydroxide (KOH) to locally
reduce the thickness of the substrate. Fourth, we anodized the
substrate to form an array of suspended PSi membranes in the
wet etched regions. Our results prove the feasibility of this fourstep process for creating a 2D matrix of sensing elements with
a width as small as 150 µm and a thickness down to 20 µm. We
believe that this method is a good alternative to traditional
photolithographic techniques since it considerably reduces the
fabrication time, the complexity of the process and its cost,
while it adds some interesting functions such as local
anodization of the substrate.
Additionally, we propose a simple optical system for fast
alignment of the sensor, consisting of a tunable laser source and
an infrared camera that acquired simultaneously and in realtime the transmittance spectra of all the sensing spots. The
capabilities of the system were tested performing several RI
sensing experiments, obtaining a sensitivity of 685 nm/RIU
(Refractive Index Unit), a FOM of 27.5 RIU-1 and a theoretical
LoD of 10-4 RIU. We believe that this system could be easily
adapted in the future to use visible light sources and commercial
cameras for smartphone applications.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Fabrication of the 2D matrix of PSi sensing spots
Heavily doped p-type Si wafers (boron doped, <100>
oriented, 0.016-0.018 Ω·cm of resistivity, double side polished,
400-450 µm of thickness) were purchased from
MicroChemicals GmbH (Ulm, Germany). Sulfuric acid
(H2SO4), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and hydrofluoric acid (HF)
(48 wt. % in H2O) were purchased from BASF (Ludwigshafen
am Rhein, Germany). Potassium hydroxide (KOH) was
obtained from Panreac S.L. (Castellar del Vallès, Spain).
Acetone, ethanol (EtOH) and 2-Propanol (IPA) were purchased
from Scharlab S.L. (Sentmenat, Spain). Deionized water (DIW)
was produced in house by a Millipore water purification
system.
First, the wafers were cut in pieces of 1.5 x 1.5 cm2 and
cleaned during 5 min in a 3:1 volumetric mixture of H2SO4 and
H2O2, for removing organic residues off the surface. Then, the
thickness of the substrate was reduced in several areas and PSi
structures were formed on the back side, following the steps
detailed below.
The first step of the fabrication process was the deposition of
a SiO2 mask layer by Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour
Deposition (PECVD), used to perform a selective wet etching
of the substrate (Fig. 1a). The reaction was carried out at 400
ºC and a pressure of 3.6 mbar, with a radiofrequency power set
at 270 W. Silane (SiH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) gases were
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Fig. 1. Four-step fabrication process for obtaining suspended PSi membranes
by selectively removing the substrate. (a) Deposition of a silicon dioxide,
SiO2, mask layer with a thickness of 3.55 ± 0.05 µm by PECVD; (b) HF vapor
etching of the masking layer during 12 min using Kapton® tape to expose the
SiO2 layer; (c) Anisotropic wet etching of the silicon substrate with a KOHbased solution at 80°C for 7 hours in order to reduce the thickness down to 20
µm; (d) Porosification of the backside of the substrate with an electrochemical
etching using a HF-based electrolyte in combination with an organic
compound.

used to form SiO2, which was deposited over the surface during
264 s. A uniform layer covering the top side of the Si substrate
was achieved with a thickness of 3.55 ± 0.05 µm. Next, the SiO2
layer was patterned using a Kapton® tape adhered by hand,
which had been manually punctured previously in order to
create holes of 1 mm of diameter. Subsequently, the SiO2 coated
samples were exposed to HF vapor, obtained from a 48 wt. %
in H2O solution at room temperature (Fig. 1b). The HF vapor
etched the SiO2 isotropically at a rate of approximately 5 nm/s
and had no effect on the Kapton® film and neither on Si. The
oxide layer was etched during 12 min in order to remove the
whole thickness. At the end, each piece was rinsed with DIW
and cleaned with acetone and IPA.
After the patterning of the surface, the exposed Si was deepetched anisotropically, using a solution of 35 wt. % KOH in
water (Fig. 1c), ruled by the following reaction [39]:
2
→
2 .
(1)
2
A custom-made cell was used in this step to selectively remove
the substrate on an area of 1 mm2. The process was carried out
at a controlled temperature of 80ºC inside a furnace Selecta 210
(Grupo Selecta, Abrera, Spain). The typical etch rate for these
conditions was 50 µm/h. The purpose of wet etching was not
only patterning the substrate but also minimizing its thickness,
since this optical layer adds noise to the PSi transmittance
spectra as well as absorbs part of it. Ideally, the resulting
thickness equals the size of the PSi structure. However, besides
the difficulty entailed, extremely low thicknesses lead to a
fragility increase. For that reason, we reduce the Si substrate
thickness only down to 20 µm, which took approximately 7
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hours. A profiler Dektak 150 (Veeco, Plainview, USA) was
used for measuring the resulting thickness as well as the width
of the windows. Afterwards, each piece was dipped in a 48 wt.
% solution of HF in H2O for 30 s to remove the SiO2 mask layer.
For the preparation of PSi, the electrochemical anodization
of the Si substrate was performed under galvanostatic
conditions with a custom-made Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
cell using an electrolyte that contained HF and EtOH in a 1:2
volumetric ratio. The chemical reactions were well described
by Föll et al. [9]. A platinum electrode immersed in the
electrolyte worked as anode and a copper film in contact with
the back side of the substrate worked as cathode. The
anodization current was supplied by an Agilent E3648A power
generator (Santa Clara, USA), remotely controlled with a
LabVIEW-based application (National Instruments, Austin,
USA). We anodized the wet etched side of the sample to
achieve a better uniformity of the structures. This also restricted
the porosification to the patterned areas. Anodizing the back
side of the substrate would have resulted in porosified regions
unsuitable for sensing, that would have been unnecessarily
filled with the analyzed substances, reducing the available net
volume.
A monolayer structure was formed using 46 mA/cm2 for 500
s (Fig. 1d). We chose this structure because closely-spaced
fringes are formed in the NIR region, where the equipment used
during the experiments recorded the spectra. The position of
each fringe is given by the next equation [40], where λ is the
wavelength position, n the RI, h the thickness and m an integer
sorting all the fringes:
2 / .
(2)
Then, in order to open the end of the pores, the backside of the
substrate was electropolished with a current density of 450
mA/cm2 for 60 s. By doing this, we created suspended PSi
membranes with open-ended pores at both ends, as
demonstrated by Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy
(FESEM) images taken at both sides of the structure (Fig. 2).
The topography was studied using the ImageJ processing

Fig. 2. Physical characterization of the suspended PSi membranes. (a) Optical
microscope image of substrate section showing the reduced-thickness area
obtained after wet etching; (b) Top side of PSi surface (wet etched side); (c)
Bottom side of PSi surface (electropolished side).
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Fig. 3. Horizontal optical setup employed for simultaneous RI sensing using
an array of suspended PSi membranes.

software [41] and consistency in pore density and pore diameter
values at both ends of the structure proved a good vertical
uniformity. More information about the characterization of
these kind of structures can be found in our previous work [42].
Then, the reflectance spectra of the samples were
characterized using a Fourier-Transform Infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy system (Bruker, Billerica, USA). The
measurements were performed in the near-infrared range (NIR)
from 1100 to 2500 nm. The spectrometer employed a liquid N2
cooled MTC326 detector. All spectra were recorded at 4 cm-1
resolution and averaged using 32 scans.
A simulation program based on the Transfer Matrix Method
(TMM) [43] was developed to model the transmittance spectra
of an arbitrary number of layers and used both for designing the
porous structure and fitting the FTIR measurements in order to
characterized parameters such as the effective RI and the
thickness.
B. Optical system
Removing the substrate under the porous structure was
performed both for patterning the sensor and, at the same time,
for improving the transmittance spectra of the suspended PSi
membranes. Measuring the transmittance instead of the
reflectance of the sensor reduced the complexity of our sensing
platform and expedited the alignment time.
As a source, we used an 81980A compact tunable laser of
Keysight Technologies (Santa Rosa, USA) operating in the
range from 1465 to 1575 nm, with a wavelength resolution of
20 pm and an output power of 6 dBm. We used Eq. 2 to design
the spectral shape of the suspended PSi membranes so that at
least two fringes were found in this wavelength range, which
were later used for tracking purposes during the sensing
experiments. The output was connected to a collimator
F230FC-1550 (Thorlabs, Newton, USA) with 0.53 numerical
aperture and 4.67 mm field number. With this configuration, we
achieved a highly directional beam of approximately 7 mm2.
As a recording device, we used an infrared camera XEVA320 of Xenics (Heverlee, Belgium), based on an InGaAs
detector, focused with an Olympus PLN 20x objective
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Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the fluidic cell consisting of a channel and a
glass slide to create a sealed path for the liquids substances to flow over the
PSi membranes.

(Shinjuku, Japan), 0.4 numerical aperture and 22 mm field
number, and placed close to the backside of the sensor. This
camera offers high frame rates, which makes it suitable for realtime applications, with a 320x256 pixel resolution.
Both elements, the source and the camera, were positioned
facing each other and precisely aligned to maximize the
measured intensity. The array of sensors was placed between
them and mounted on a 3-axis stage that allowed a fast
alignment of the sample in a few seconds (Fig. 3). We focused
a total area of 1.25x1.25 mm2, which means that each pixel
represented 20 µm2. The sensor was integrated in a fluidic cell
in order to flow liquid substances over the pores. This cell
consisted of a 250 µm thick microfluidic channel sealed with a
glass slide of 1 mm of thickness, where an inlet and an outlet
were built to connect the tubes that led the substances from the
sample container to the withdrawing pump, respectively (Fig.
4). Another reason to measure the transmittance spectrum
instead of the reflectance was avoiding a second trip of the
optical signal through the fluidic cell, which would have

Fig. 5. (a) Microscope image of the Si substrate after wet etching the 2D matrix
pattern; (b) Infrared photography of a fabricated array of sensors using the
XEVA-320 infrared camera. The regions of interest selected using the
LabVIEW-based program correspond each one with a PSi sensing spot.
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involved a higher attenuation and, hence, a decrease of the noise
and a limitation of the LoD.
The optical system was remotely controlled by an application
based on LabVIEW, that swept the wavelength of the laser in
synchronization with the image acquisition of the camera, at a
rate of 20 nm/s and a resolution of 20 pm. The transmittance
spectrum at each pixel was composed as the intensity variation
within the wavelength range. An initial configuration of the
program allowed us to select automatically or manually regions
of interest (ROI) to analyze separately each sensing spot (Fig.
5). The average spectrum of all the pixels within those ROI was
calculated, and the evolution of a spectral feature tracked
through time.
We realized a series of experiments flowing substances with
different RI to characterize the performance of the array of
suspended PSi membranes. We used DIW, EtOH and IPA,
having each a refractive index of 1.3325, 1.3505 and 1.3673
RIU respectively, at 1550 nm. We flowed the substances in
cycles of 5 min at a rate of 20 µL/min. The infiltration of those
liquids into the pores caused the variation of the effective RI of
the porous layer, described by the effective medium
approximation of Looyenga for highly porous materials [15]:
/
/
/
,
(3)
1
where n is the effective RI of the porous layer, ns is the substrate
RI, nm the RI of the medium filling the pores and P the porosity.
As it can be deducted from Eq. 2, an increase of n will increase
the resonance wavelength, which is seen as a shift of the
spectrum. Recording the transmittance while flowing all the
different substances and tracking the displacement of a fringe
allowed us to measure when the RI change took place and
quantify it.
Additionally, after the experiments, all recorded data was
processed using a program based on Matlab (The Mathworks,
Natick, USA) to filter out the high frequency noise and compute
the sensitivity, S, of each sensing spot, defined as wavelength
shift over the RI variation of the medium:
∆ /∆ .
(4)
We also used this program to characterize the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the fringes, the free spectral range
(FSR), the Q-factor, the noise and the figure of merit (FOM).
III. RESULTS
A. Suspended PSi membranes
A series of samples were fabricated following the four-step
process described above. Fig. 6 shows one profile after wet
etching. We were able to achieve thicknesses as thin as 20 µm,
with a roughness of only 50 nm and a 5% variation among all
the exposed areas, approximately. Beforehand, we had studied
the etching conditions to minimize the roughness, in order to
reduce the dispersion of the transmitted light. As depicted in
Fig. 6, due to the selectivity of KOH etching, the SiO2 mask
layer withstood the whole process long enough to protect the
unexposed substrate, being only reduced a few hundred of
nanometers. We measured a dissolution rate of approximately
0.1 nm/s for this material, under our etching conditions. The
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Fig. 6. Profile of a 425 ± 5 µm thick piece of Si wafer with three reducedthickness regions. A wet etching of the substrate caused the dissolution of
approximately 405 µm in the Z axis and variable widths between 150 and 500
µm in the X axis. Notice that a 3.55 ± 0.05 µm thick silicon dioxide mask layer
was deposited on top of the Si substrate and only a few hundreds of nanometers
remained after the wet etching.

reproducibility of this process was good if the etching
parameters were maintained, with a variation below 10%.
We tested our method using patterns of lines and squares and
were able to create features as small as 150x150 µm2, with a
pitch of 600 µm. This means that the maximum density of
transducers that could have been integrated in the sample was
300 sensing spots/cm2. Yet, using a Si wafer with an initial
thickness of 150 µm could have tripled this value.
After anodizing the samples, we obtained suspended PSi
membranes with an effective RI of 1.4 ± 0.1 measured at 1550
nm. According to Eq. 3, that corresponded to a porosity of 77 ±
2%. The total thickness of the structure was 20 ± 0.5 µm and
the average pore diameter was 15 ± 5 nm. Multiple fringes were
formed closely spaced in the NIR (Fig. 7), with a Q-factor of
approximately 60 at 1550 nm. The theoretical Q-factor that we
estimated for that structure using the TMM-based program had

Fig. 7. FTIR reflectance spectra (solid line) of the fabricated structure between
1100 and 2500 nm, measured on the top side of the PSi monolayer, and
theoretical reflectance spectra (dotted line) calculated using a simulation
program based on the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM).
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Fig. 8. Normalized spectral shift of the transmittance of two PSi membranes
while flowing DIW from the start of the experiment to t=5 min, IPA from t=5
min to t=14 min, DIW from t=14 min to t=21 min, EtOH from t=21 min to 29
min and DIW from t=29 until the end of the experiment.

been 75 at 1550 nm. This difference is attributed to the vertical
non-uniformity of the pore size. No additional passivation was
performed to stabilize the optical properties of the PSi and
improve its shelf-life [44].
B. Simultaneous RI sensing
We demonstrated the feasibility of the array of PSi
transducers performing a series of RI sensing experiments. Fig.
8 shows the simultaneous spectral tracking of two independent
PSi membranes, as a proof of concept of our work. We used
DIW as a baseline and measured the spectral shifts respect to
this one. When IPA was flowed, we calculated a displacement
of 35.5 ± 0.8 nm and 35.6 ± 0.6 nm for each suspended PSi
membrane. In the same way, when EtOH was flowed, we
measured a shift of 19.2 ± 0.7 nm and 19.7 ± 0.7 nm. We believe
that the mismatch between both sensing spots was the result of
slight structural and spectral differences caused by the
anodization of Si. Nevertheless, both membranes displayed a
very similar behavior both in displacement and in time. The
arrival of a new substance triggered a rapid shift of the spectrum
towards longer or shorter wavelengths, whether it was an
increase or decrease of the RI of the medium filling the pores.
Typically, between 3 and 4 min elapsed before the spectrum
became stable in the new position. That was the time required
to replace the medium formerly filling the pores with the new
one. Since this replacement was realized by diffusion,
properties such us density, viscosity and hydrophobicity may
affect the transition period.
Sensitivity was calculated as a linear regression of the
spectral shift for each RI variation (Fig. 9). For this purpose, we
used data from several experiments where we measured the
displacements caused by DIW, 20wt% EtOH in DIW, EtOH
and IPA. As a result, we obtained an experimental S of 680 ±
15 nm/RIU and 690 ± 15 nm/RIU respectively for each PSi
membrane, and a FOM, defined as S/FWHM, of 27.2 RIU-1 and
27.6 RIU-1 respectively. The model based on the TMM was
employed to calculate the theoretical values for this porous
layer. A maximum theoretical sensitivity of 900 nm/RIU was
estimated for the fabricated structures at a wavelength of 1550
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Fig. 9. Spectral position of transmittance local maxima during experimental
measurements for every flowed substance, i.e. DIW, 20% w/w EtOH, EtOH
and IPA whose RI at 1550 nm were 1.318, 1.331, 1.3505 and 1.3673
respectively. Two groups are displayed in the graph, corresponding each one
with a suspended PSi membrane, where marks represent measurements and
lines are their linear regressions.

nm, with a FOM equal to 44 RIU-1. The averaged experimental
sensitivity of the sensor was 685 nm/RIU, which represents
75% of the estimated theoretical value.
As we demonstrated in a previous work [10], this decrease is
caused by the nanostructure of porous materials, which hinders
the infiltration of the samples. Small pore diameter, wall
roughness and tortuosity increase the resistance of penetration
into the pores, which causes bad diffusion of the substances and
air entrapment. Moreover, PSi is hydrophobic [45] and waterbased solutions might not be able to enter the pores at all.
According to our previous work, the sensitivity decrease was in
direct proportion to the volume filled by the substance and,
thus, it can be concluded that a 75% decrease is equivalent to
say that 25% the structure was not filled. Oxidizing the sensor
could improve the infiltration yet not maximize it but, due to
the expanded volume of oxide, only structures with pore sizes
above 30 nm can benefit from that. A good solution would be
implementing an active flow where the substances were forced
to flow through the pores. As we proved in another work [46],
it is possible to reach the theoretical sensitivity experimentally
by doing this. Unfortunately, we were not able to implement the
active flow in this study due to some limitations such as the
complexity of the fluidic cell, the attenuation of the optical
signal and the flow resistance of the porous layer, some of
which could be overcome increasing the pore size, reducing
more the thickness of the substrate and fabricating structures
with higher Q-factor.
We detected RI variations down to 10-2 RIU. Using the
baseline of the experiments, we measured an experimental
noise, defined as three times the standard deviation (3σ) of the
fringe position, below 150 pm. The theoretical LoD was
estimated fitting the sigmoidal function to the spectral shift due
to a change of the medium filling the pores (Fig. 8) and
calculating the refractive index value which intercepted the
noise level of the system. We obtained a LoD of 2·10-4 RIU.
This value is higher than the state-of-the-art but is enough for
some applications [47]. We were able to obtain that limit of
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detection with such a simple optical platform by reducing the
window where we measured the transmittance spectra. This
allowed us to improve the resolution and reduce the noise.
Decreasing the wavelength range also expedited the acquisition
rate. We recorded the signal at a rate of 0.08 Hz. Since the
transition time, where the medium filling the pores is changing,
is above 3 min, with that rate we acquired enough samples to
consider that the sensing response was on real-time. As it has
been discussed, the response time of the sensor is limited by the
diffusion of the substances into the pores. Flowing through the
pores can reduce this transition since the substances are forced
to infiltrate the pores and there is no mixture between different
mediums.
The capabilities of this platform in the field of multiplexed
detection are very promising. If we used masks with a pattern
of 150x150 µm2 features, we could potentially obtain a
membrane size such that each pixel of the IR camera would
represent a single sensing spot, which means that this system
could potentially handle up to 4000 sensing spots/cm2
simultaneously and on real-time.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have developed a fast, low-cost and easy-to-implement
four-step microfabrication process to obtain an array of
rectangular-shaped suspended PSi membranes with tunable
optical properties and a potential density of 1000 sensing
spots/cm2, suitable to be used as a substrate for the fabrication
of other photonic structures and compatible with chemical
patterning. One of the key aspects of our approach was the
combination of well-known processes such as wet etching using
KOH, the oxidation of Si and the formation of PSi in a
particular sequence that allowed us to reduce the number of
steps, without limiting the extent of each technique by itself,
and being able to create an interesting structure such as the
suspended membranes, thin layers of porous material with a
high sensitivity to the RI variation of the medium filling the
pores and with an increased robustness due to the attachment to
the substrate by the edges.
We demonstrated the feasibility of our sensor based on
multiple PSi sensing spots performing simultaneous RI sensing
experiments. Our optical system had a user-friendly
configuration with very high capabilities but low specification
requirements, easily-scalable to handle multiplexed detection
and able to give a real-time response. We proposed the
measurement of the transmittance spectrum instead of the
reflectance as a way to facilitate the alignment of the sensors
and reduce the attenuation of the signal. We calculated an
experimental sensitivity of 685 nm/RIU, which is close to the
order of magnitude of the state-of-the-art using a low-cost
sensor.
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